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SOLUTION BRIEF 
V1.2 

TransitionManager database modernization 
(TMDB) 
Overcome the complexity of your database modernization. 

AT A GLANCE 

TransitionManager helps you quickly 

discover and comprehensively review your 

database environment, while providing TCO 

and ROI analysis. Plan your options and 

select the right course of action with detailed 

dependency analysis, then orchestrate 

migration and modernization of your 

databases through task automation and 

accountability.  

KEY BENEFITS 

• Reduce time to value, cost and risk 

• Use resources efficiently 

• Single source of trusted data  

• Achieve comprehensive visibility 

• Drive informed decision-making 

• Oversee continuous improvement 
 

 

 

 

LEARN MORE 
Contact us to schedule a demonstration or to 

learn more: info@tdsi.com 

+1 (508) 625-3030 

View video: Leading the Change 

The Solution 

TransitionManager Database Modernization (TMDB) is a 

comprehensive solution helping organizations to overcome the 

complexity of modernizing databases. TMDB provides a step-by-

step blueprint for migrating to the cloud, while optimizing 

performance and reducing costs. With TMDB, organizations can be 

confident that their database projects will be successful, on time, 

and on budget. 

As businesses strive to control costs while staying fast and flexible, 

they realize that their database platforms can be expensive and 

hard to support. When thinking about modernization, IT teams 

need to make data-driven decisions based on a complete and 

accurate view of their estate. Common pitfalls include incomplete 

and non-dynamic data, highly manual tasks, multiple discovery and 

planning efforts, and challenges in creating a streamlined, 

repeatable approach. All these factors make it difficult or impossible 

to migrate and modernize database systems at scale. 

TMDB instantiates a proven modernization process that involves 

understanding the existing database environment, selecting the 

target platform, developing a detailed migration plan, performing 

the migration, testing the new environment, and finally tuning and 

optimization to ensure requirements are met. 

 

Summary 

TransitionManager Database Modernization is a comprehensive 

blueprint that helps organizations simplify and accelerate the 

process of database modernization in the cloud, while reducing the 

cost and risk involved. 

TMDB provides a step-by-step approach to migrating databases, 

while also helping to optimize performance and reduce costs. With 

TMDB, organizations can overcome the complexities of 

modernization and act decisively to improve their database 

infrastructure. 
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